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Abstract
Iron and steel making is one of the most intense energy consuming in the industrial sectors. The intensive utilization of fossil carbon in the ironmaking blast furnace (BF) is related directly to CO₂ emission and global warming. Lowering the energy consumption and CO₂ emission from BF comes on the top priorities from both economic and environmental aspects. The BF has undergone tremendous modifications and development to increase production and improve the overall efficiency. Both technological development and scientific research drive one another to reach optimum operation conditions, which are very close to the ideal conditions; however, further development is still required to meet the stringent environmental regulations. The present article provides a comprehensive review of recent research and development which were carried out in modern blast furnace to increase the productivity meanwhile reduce the energy consumption and CO₂ emission to meet the demand of steel market and the environmental protection. The recent technological and metallurgical improvements in the BF are intensively discussed including: (i) modifications of BF design, top charging and measuring system, (ii) upgrading of conventional top charging burden and alternative agglomerates, (iii) developing of tuyeres injection system and injected materials, and (iv) potentials of waste heat recovery and usage. These topics are reviewed and discussed in some details to elucidate the potential of recent progress in BF technology in saving the energy consumption and lowering CO₂ emission. In this paper, the major research and development which have been carried out in ironmaking BF technology are reviewed with an overview of the future prospects.
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Introduction

The steel industry is considered as a pillar of the economy in many of advance and development countries. It is one of the most important sectors which have a high impact on global economic growth. More than 6.0 million people around the world work for this vital sector, with an estimated turn over of 900 billion USD per year [1]. In recent years, steel production has sharply increased to reach about 1.7 billion tons in 2017 [2]. Moreover, steel production and usage are expected to increase to reach 2.8 billion tons to meet the future needs of a growing population in 2050 [3]. On the other hand, steel manufacturing is one of the most significant energy- and carbon-consuming sectors. The global energy consumption in steelmaking is estimated to be about 20% of the annual industrial energy requirements. The fossil carbon is the primary source of heat and reducing agents in iron and steel making and consequently represents a major contribution to the global anthropogenic CO₂ emission. According to the International Energy Agency, the iron and steel industry accounts for approximately 7-9% of total world CO₂ emissions [4]. The CO₂ emission from iron and steelmaking reached to about 2.3 billion tons in 2007 and it is expected to reach more than 3.0 billion tons in 2050 [3]. Tackling CO₂ emission is one of the most critical tasks facing the world today because further pollutions and emissions will threaten our health, communities, economy, and international security. Nowadays, the reduction of specific energy consumption and CO₂ emission are coming on the top priorities of iron and steelmaking due to the dynamic growth of energy prices as well as the commitment of governments to decrease CO₂ emissions according to Paris agreement which entered into force on 4 November 2016 [5, 6]. Several ambitious actions were set all over the world to combat carbon footprint. In Europe, for instance, 20-20-20 target aims at 20% decrease in greenhouse gas emissions compared to 1990 levels, 20% share of renewable energy and 20% reduction of primary energy consumption by 2020 [7]. Besides, CO₂ Breakthrough Program was launched by the American steel industry aims to dramatically reduce CO₂ emission from iron and steelmaking processes [8].

Although the steel industry is energy and carbon-intensive, it is essential to mention that steel industry represents the core of green economy as the sectors and technologies which drive the green economy such as wind energy, low-carbon transport, clean energy and light vehicles, fuel-efficient infrastructure and recycling facilities are all dependent on steel products. Furthermore, steel is the most recycled material in the world; with over 650 Mt (million ton) recycled annually and over 97% of the raw materials used for steelmaking were converted to steel products and by-products [1]. Once the steel is produced it becomes a permanent resource for society as long as it is recovered at the end of each product life cycle [9]. The combination of strength, recyclability, availability, versatility, and affordability makes the steel as a unique material for many applications. The steel industry has recently undergone tremendous modification to reduce energy consumption and CO₂ emission, but further decreasing is still required. The ironmaking process is the highest CO₂ emission part in steel production route due to the intensive utilization of fossil fuels for heating, melting, and reduction of iron ores. The most common ironmaking process used worldwide is the BF which produces nowadays about 70% of total world steel production. Although many alternative ironmaking technologies were developed, the BF is still the most cost-effective and highly productive process for hot metal and probably remains so for the next decades.
This article gives insights on the major modifications which have been done in ironmaking BF in terms of technical and scientific aspects. The recent development in the BF technology and its potentials in lowering the energy consumption and CO₂ emission will be thoroughly discussed and the research gaps will be filled by providing thoughts and recommendation that contribute in solving the challenges. The discussion will focus on the development in BF design and measuring systems, developing top charging materials, the progress of tuyeres injection and the recent potentials in waste heat recovery from BF slag. This article gives insights on the major modifications which have been done in BF in terms of scientific and technical aspects.

Development in BF Design and Measuring Systems

The BF was created in a long way of experiences through which tremendous modifications and improvements were conducted to reach the current status. Intensive work was done to increase BF productivity in order to meet the high demand for steel. The working volume of the BF has increased from less than 100 m³ to more than 5000 m³ [10]. The largest BF's at present are about 80 m in total height, with an inner height of about 33-34 m and a maximum internal diameter of about 16-17 m and have an internal volume of about 4500-5500 m³. A furnace of this size produces approximately 10,000-13,000 tons of hot metal a day with annual production more than 4.0 Mt. In 2016 POSCO Steelworks in South Korea has started hot metal production from the world's largest BF with an internal volume ~6000 m³ and annual production of about 5.65 Mt [10, 11]. It was reported that BF's with an internal volume in the range of 3000-5000 m³ seems optimal for BF performance [12-16]. This means the BF performance is more correlated to specific productivity which measures the efficiency in terms of ton hot metal (tHM)/m³/day [17]. The highest specific productivity corresponds to the working volume of about 2700-3700 m³ with maximum specific productivity ~2.5 t/m³/d. The minimum coke rate corresponds to the working volume of about 3000-3800 m³. The minimum coke consumption rate is around 330 kg/tHM and the average is around 363 kg/tHM [13]. The furnace size accounts for only 50% of BF improvements in productivity while many other parameters are responsible for increasing productivity as can be seen in Fig. 1 [18]. Developing of charged burden, furnace design, injection technologies, and process control helps in the reduction of coke consumption. For instance, the BF charging system was developed to sustain a good distribution of feeding materials inside the furnace and consequently improve the gas streaming and production rate. The introduction of a bell-less top charging system in the early 1970s instead of the two-bell system was a milestone for modern charging system of BF. This system allows easier burden distribution through a rotating chute and consequently uniform distribution of voidage and particle size of charged materials inside the furnace.
Fig. 1. Advances in the blast furnace to reduce the coke consumption [18].

Parallel with the development of the top charging system, the hot stoves system at the lower part of the shaft has undergone tremendous modification as can be seen in Fig. 2 [19]. About 1400 m³/THM hot blast is blown into the modern BF at the temperature of 1100-1200 °C. The hot blast reacts with coke and pulverized coal in the BF raceway to generate reducing gases (CO and H₂) meanwhile increasing the raceway adiabatic flame temperature (RAFT) to ~2100-2300 °C.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of blast furnace and auxiliary hot blast stoves [19].
Preparation of hot blast begins by heating the stoves using gas fuel mixture of coke oven gas (COG), natural gas (NG) and BF gas (BFG) [20-22]. The hot stove consists of two parts work as combustion and heat exchanger for fuel gases and hot blast. The hot blast can be enriched with oxygen to improve the combustion efficiency at the BF raceway. Moreover, the enrichment of combustion air with oxygen reduces the nitrogen content and consequently increases the RAFT. As oxygen enrichment increases, the coke consumption in BF decreases as can be seen in Fig. 3 [21]. Therefore, as the blast temperature and oxygen enrichment increase, the BF efficiency increases, meanwhile the coke consumption and CO₂ emission decrease.

![Fig. 3. Correlation between oxygen level in the blast and coke rate [21].](image)

Besides the development of the upper and lower part of BF, the measuring systems were significantly modified. In the past, the BF was considered as “black box” due to the less available information on the inner status and inner phenomena. During the last 30 years, many studies and experimental work based on sophisticated measuring devices and techniques, as can be seen in Fig. 4, were developed and helped the ironmakers to understand many of complex inner phenomena and to work on improving the furnace efficiency [23].
Recently measuring devices (vertical probe and tuyeres probe) were designed to assist the development of BF modeling. The vertical probe gives feedback on the gas temperature and gas composition from the charging level to the cohesive zone. On the other hand, the tuyeres probe gives feedback on gas distribution in the raceway zone. Utilization of such sophisticated devices and measuring units has provided a clear vision of the inner status of BF. Consequently, further R & D were conducted to improve the BF-performance. Some developments were able to reach a full scale implementation (such as pulverized coal injection, charging nut coke, and cold-bond briquettes) in modern BF while others (such as self-reduced agglomerates, biomass for top charging and injection, top gas recycling, recycling of dust and sludge, and minimizing dust emissions) are still under investigation in pilot and lab scale. Also, specific attention is being paid nowadays on the recovery of waste heat in the integrated steel plant using waste heat recovery unit. These themes will be discussed in detail in the next sections.

**Development in Top Charging Materials**

As indicated in the previous section, the BF in old design was quite small, and it was mainly based on top charging lump iron ores and charcoal. Later, in large and modern BF, charcoal and lump ores were replaced by more efficient coke, sinter, and pellets. Modern BFs favor high strength coke and high iron content sinter and pellets. The high-quality coke, sinter, and pellets increased BF efficiency and productivity. Even with these improvements, the economic and environmental restrictions represented in high energy cost and fossil CO₂ emission have enforced the ironmakers to continue further developments on top charging materials.
Active Nut Coke

Modern BF requires large coke size (40-60 mm or 40-80 mm) with low reactivity to reduce the coke consumption in the upper part of BF shaft and to maintain good permeability in the lower part of the shaft [24]. Also, the size distribution should be narrow to maintain permeable coke structure in the BF [25]. The screening of metallurgical coke to get the proper size for BF resulted in a generation of under-sieve small coke namely “nut coke”. Due to the relatively high price of coke in addition to pollutions emissions during its production, there are several attempts to exploit the under-sieve coke or nut coke in the BF. The attempts were started by charging nut coke with different ratios (5-30%) within the coke layers. This charging mode demonstrated a negative impact on BF productivity (-0.9-6.5%) due to the non-uniform distribution and disturbance of ascending gases in the shaft [26]. Studies were conducted on charging nut coke within iron burden layers, as shown in Fig. 5 [26-34]. This charging mode demonstrated a positive impact on the iron burden permeability, reducibility, and reducing gas efficiency.

![Fig. 5. Comparison between the conventional charging method and coke mixed charging method [35].](image)

One of the critical issues that should be considered to get smooth operation is the uniform mixing of nut coke in the ore layer to maintain proper gas distribution and maintain the required permeability especially in the cohesive zone [26]. Mixing of nut coke within the ore bed is very effective in the enhancement of carbon solution loss reaction from active coke while protecting the large size coke from gasification and disintegration [35, 36]. This participates in lowering the temperature of the thermal reserve zone (TRZT) and consequently decreases the total coke consumption in the BF. Fig. 6 shows the relation between TRZT and coke rate consumption.
Fig. 6. Reducing agents rate and thermal reserve zone temperature [35].

It can be seen that lowering TRZT from 1000 °C to 750 °C can reduce the reducing agents consumption by ~50 kg/tHM due to the shifting of \( \text{Fe}_{\text{met}}/\text{FeO} \) equilibrium towards lower CO/CO\(_2\) [35]. Nowadays, the majority of BFs in Europe, Japan, and others use nut coke at a different rate from 10–20 to 70–100 kg/tHM and more [37]. Although the charging of nut coke can contribute to saving of lump coke in BF and reducing the coke losses, it is still a type of fossil fuel that generates fossil CO\(_2\) emissions.

**Cold Bonded Briquettes and Pre-reduced Agglomerates**

The integrated steel plant involves a series of interconnected units such as cake making, sintering, BFs, basic oxygen furnaces, continuous casting, hot and cooled rolling. Each process generates a type of residues which are not suitable for further direct processing to the final product without pre-treatment. Such secondary materials include flue dust, filter dust, sludge, desulphurized scrap, Linz–Donawitz (LD) dust, coke fines, and mill scales. These materials contain a valuable amount of iron, lime, and carbon but it has a wide range of particle size, moisture content and chemical composition which make it unstable for direct recycling without sorting, preparation, and agglomeration to fulfill the specific requirements for charging back into BF. Intensive work was done to return generated by-products as substitutes to raw materials in the steel making process. Some of the steel plants recycled these materials during sintering of iron ore while other companies have a briquetting plant which can efficiently convert such secondary materials into cold bonded briquettes instead of the landfill. Cement is usually used as a binder to give the proper mechanical strength of top charged briquettes into the BF [38-40]. Nowadays, cold bonded briquettes are charged at the rate of 100-120 kg/tHM in some of BFs (e.g., SSAB in Sweden and Finland). These BFs are among the most efficient in the world in terms of CO\(_2\) efficiency [41]. Feasibility of recycling of high-zinc fraction of upgraded BF sludge to the hot metal (HM) in deS plant and BOF was recently studied [42]. The BF sludge was incorporated in self-reducing cold-bonded briquettes and pellets. Charging of developed briquettes or pellets into the hot metal showed endothermic reactions within the briquettes, which decreased the heating and melting rate in case of
briquettes. Smaller size pellets were completely reduced within 8 minutes of contact with HM but still suffer from melt-in difficulties. On the other hand, the industrial trials demonstrated possible recycling of 10.9 kg of briquettes (containing 40% of BOF sludge) per tHM to the steel shop.

Beside the efficient utilization of by-products and waste fines, potentials were conducted on partial substitution of cement with biomass lignin from the pulp and paper industry [42, 43]. The replacement of cement with biomass lignin up to 25% has demonstrated good mechanical strength and enhanced the reducibility of the briquettes. The replacement of cement with lignin has increased the total carbon content while the sulfur content did not significantly change in the briquettes. Novel iron ore carbon composites were suggested to enhance the reduction rate of iron ore in the conventional BF and also alternative ironmaking processes (e.g., rotary hearth furnace and rotary kiln furnace) [45, 46]. Such composites are very attractive to the aspects of energy saving and environmental protection. The studies carried out on iron ore-carbon composite have demonstrated higher reduction rate and lower coke consumption compared to the ordinary burden materials [47-52]. It was demonstrated that the starting temperature of carbon solution-loss reaction (Boudouard reaction) decreased as the degree of contact between iron ore and carbonaceous material increased [52, 53]. The iron ore carbon composites are considered as a type of micro-reactors [54]. These composites are highly reactive due to the close contact between Fe₂O₃ and carbon particles, which enhances the reduction process [55, 56]. The CO₂ generated from the reduction of iron oxide (e.g., FeO + CO = Fe + CO₂) and CO generated from the Boudouard reaction can be exchanged quickly in vacancies inside such type of micro-reactors. The trials in the large BF using cement-bonded self-reducing pellets (SRP) were demonstrated with a maximum rate of 54 kg-SRP/tHM [57]. Utilization of pre-reduced agglomerate (PRA) has recently been developed instead of conventional sinter to reduce the coke consumption and CO₂ emissions in the BF. The new process is based on a partial reduction of sinter during the sintering process to produce PRA as can be seen in Fig. 7 [58].

**Fig. 7. Comparison of conventional and new agglomeration process [94].**
It was reported that charging of PRA with a reduction degree of about 70% could reduce the CO\textsubscript{2} emission from BF by ~10%, as shown in Fig. 8 [58]. Other work was directed to use non-coking coal with high ash and high volatile matter content for pre-reduction of iron ore nuggets [59]. As the metallic iron content in pre-reduced nuggets increases, the coke consumption and CO\textsubscript{2} emission from BFs decrease.

Both cold bonded briquettes and self-reduced pellets have the potential to enhance the recycling rate, and it can efficiently participate in charging of pre-treated biomass to the BF. However, the deterioration of the mechanical strength by adding the biomass, the higher need for cement and the disintegration of such agglomerates by increasing the temperature in the BF shaft are still the main challenges limited its positive impact. Our recent research has discussed the effect of charging briquettes containing torrefied sawdust on the BF efficiency and process stability. The charging of bio-briquettes (39-64 kg/HM) was demonstrated a positive impact on reducing coke consumption and CO\textsubscript{2} emission [60].

**Renewable Biomass**

Increasing attention was recently paid on using renewable biomass as a source of heating and reducing agent instead of fossil fuels to mitigate the fossil CO\textsubscript{2} emission in ironmaking [61]. Besides the environmental benefits related to the photosynthesis effect, the use of biomass and especially products of their thermal treatment will provide technological and economic advantages due to their unique properties represented in: very low sulphur content, high ratio of carbon to ash, relatively few and unreactive inorganic impurities as well as stable pore structure and high specific surface area [62-64]. On the other hand, the presence of harmful elements in some types of biomass must be controlled because it could negatively affect the hot metal quality and production operation [65]. Low density and high affinity to absorb moisture from the atmosphere are also problematical for biomass utilization in the iron and steel industry. The results carried out using life cycle assessment methodology indicated that the use of charcoal in the integrated steelmaking route has the potential to reduce the greenhouse gas (GHG) footprint of steel by 0.69–1.21 t CO\textsubscript{2}/t steel without any credits, and by 0.91–1.61 t CO\textsubscript{2}/t steel with including by-product credits as given in Table 1 [66-68]. There is a strong
potential for biomass to be used in the production of bio-coke, bio-sinter, bio-composites, replacement of nut coke, and replacement of pulverized coal in BF [69, 70]. It was reported that substitution of 20% of coke in BF with biomass could reduce the CO₂ emission by 300 kg/tHM, which represents a 15% reduction in the total CO₂ emission.

Table 1. Typical carbon addition rates in steelmaking and expected reduction in CO₂ emissions [67].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application and replaced carbon source</th>
<th>Typical addition, kg/tHM</th>
<th>Charcoal substitution rate, %</th>
<th>Charcoal amount, kg/tHM</th>
<th>Net emission reduction t-CO₂/t-Crude steel</th>
<th>% of CO₂ Emissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sintering solid fuel</td>
<td>76.5-102</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>38.3-102</td>
<td>0.12-0.32</td>
<td>5-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cokemaking</td>
<td>480-560</td>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>9.6-56</td>
<td>0.02-0.11</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF tuyere fuel injection (PC)</td>
<td>150-200</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>0-200</td>
<td>0.41-0.55</td>
<td>19-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF nut coke replacement</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>22.5-45</td>
<td>0.08-0.16</td>
<td>3-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF carbon/ore briquette</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>0-12</td>
<td>0.06-0.12</td>
<td>3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steelmaking recarburiser</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>0-0.25</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>761.75-919.25</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>70.4-415.25</td>
<td>0.69-1.25</td>
<td>31.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The top charged bio-agglomerates (bio-coke, bio-sinter, and bio-composite) should be able to sustain the requirements of mechanical strength for BF; otherwise, it will deteriorate the process efficiency [61]. Also, any change in the BF input materials will directly affect the mechanism of mass and heat transfer, temperature profile and gas distribution inside the BF from raceway zone to the upper shaft. Intensive investigations were carried out to estimate the influence of bio-materials on the BF process. It was reported that charcoal could replace up to 20% of coke in the BF [71-73]. Charging of 20 kg/tHM of charcoal could reduce the coke consumption by 30 kg/tHM due to decreasing of the TRZT [74, 75]. The porous structure of bio-sinter was demonstrated a higher reduction rate compared to that of conventional sinter [76]. Although the nut coke in the iron ore burden layers could be entirely replaced by small size charcoal, the low density and low strength of charcoal could lead to a segregation and dust generation in the BF shaft.

Iron ore-biomass composite is another option to reduce the energy consumption and CO₂ emission in the BF. These composites could enhance the reduction of iron oxide with closely adjacent carbon [52]. Recently, great attention was paid to investigate the influence of iron ore-carbon composite on the BF operation [77-81]. Hematite is completely reduced with woody biomass at temperature ≥ 1000 °C [82]. The reduction rate increased with temperature which attributed not only to the endothermic nature of the reduction reaction but also due to the faster decomposition of hydrocarbons (e.g.,
CH₄) into fresh reducing gases (CO and H₂). A full reduction of iron ore to metallic iron was achieved by 30 wt.% of sawdust [83]. Although the biomass seems like an efficient reducing agent for iron ore in lab-scale tests, the practical application in large BF is still limited. The main reason is the low crushing strength of such iron ore-biomass composites. The weak strength of iron ore-biomass composite compared to iron ore-coal composite is attributed to the absence of coal thermal plasticity. The thermal plasticity of coal provides the proper mechanical strength of iron ore-coal composites. Also, the volatile matter of biomass is often escaped at relatively low temperature before starting the reduction of iron oxides. For this reason, a special design of iron ore-biomass composite is still required to enhance the utilization of volatile biomass matter in the reduction of iron oxides.

Further development and modifications are still required to enhance the application of iron ore-biomass composites in the modern BF. In order to overcome the obstacle of biomass top charging, the tuyeres injection provides a flexible option for biomass utilization in the large modern BF. The next section will discuss the development of tuyeres injections.

**Development in Tuyeres Injections**

Besides the development of the top charging system and top charging materials, tremendous modifications were done in the lower part of the BF shaft. Maximizing the auxiliary fuels injection into the BF becomes one of the vital options to lower the operating cost and maximize productivity. Usage of cheaper fuels and H₂ rich materials for partial substitution of metallurgical coke can be effectively reduced the CO₂ emission. The next sub-sections will thoroughly discuss the tuyere injection of different auxiliaries’ materials into the BF.

**Pulverized Coal Injection (PCI)**

PCI is one of the essential methods to enhance BF profitability. The majority of BFs all over the world apply PC due to the relatively lower cost of coal compared to other fuels beside the beneficial effect on the BF efficiency. Injection of PC into the BF provides various economic and operational benefits [84]. These benefits are including (i) lower consumption of expensive coke, (ii) replacing high-rank expensive coal with low grade cheaper coals, (iii) longer life period of coke oven, (iv) higher BF productivity, (v) higher flexibility in BF operation, (vi) improving the hot metal quality, and (vii) lower CO₂ emissions. Recently, stable BF operation with PCI rates of around 200 kg/tHM and coke rate below 300 kg/tHM was successfully maintained. The replacement ratio of PC for coke is about 1.0 at the injection rate up to 200 kg/tHM [85]. At higher PCI (>200 kg/tHM), there is a reduction in the incremental replacement ratio of PC for coke. In contrast with other fuels which could be injected through tuyeres, PC has the minimum negative impact on the raceway flame temperature and therefore, it has the highest possible injection rate than other fuels. The combustion of PC in the raceway is a complex process that requires high control of various parameters. Efficient PCI is obtained by convenient coal treatment, including the control of moisture content and grain size. The proper mixing of PC with the hot blast, uniform distribution of PC across all tuyeres, low N₂ input into the BF and maximizing retention time of coal in the tuyeres are necessary to achieve high combustion efficiency. The injection of coal through the tuyeres is certainly not a new technology, but it was recently developed to sustain an optimum
condition. The enriched oxygen hot blast (1100-1250 °C) is injected into the blowpipe at velocity 100-200 m/s. The coal/gas mixture (e.g., 150 kg coal/tHM) is injected by lance into the blowpipe at a rate equal of 150 g coal/m³ of the blast.

The combustion of the PC takes place in three main steps. In the first step, the volatile matters of coal are released and combusted with the surrounding oxygen. This volatiles generates different gases including N₂, CO₂, H₂O and small portions of CO, H₂ and CₓHᵧ. In the second step, the combustion of residual char takes place, which has a slower rate than the combustion of volatiles. In the third step, ash is released after the complete combustion of char [86, 87]. Fig. 9 illustrates a schematic view of the tuyeres and different reaction zones in the raceway during PC injection [88]. The raceway consists of: (i) PC de-volatilization zone, (ii) oxidation zone and (iii) solution loss reaction zone.

Fig. 9. The schematic diagram for PC reaction in raceway [87, 88].
The concentration of oxygen is sharply decreasing in the oxidation zone due to its reaction with the carbon of coke and coal to produce CO$_2$ as given in Eq. 1. As the oxygen concentration decreases, the solution loss reaction by CO$_2$ or steam takes place, as given in Eqs. 2 and 3, and the concentration of CO increases while CO$_2$ decreases. Therefore, the reaction rate of PC is dependent on the oxygen content in the hot blast. The PC injection rate, blast condition (temperature, pressure, moisture, and oxygen content), coal properties (carbon content, ash content, VM content, particle size), lance construction and properties of top charged coke are important factors affecting the combustion efficiency of coal in the raceway.

\[
C(s) + O_{2(g)} = CO_{2(g)}; \Delta H^o = -393.5 \text{ kJ/mol} \tag{1}
\]

\[
C(s) + CO_{2(g)} = 2CO_{(g)}; \Delta H^o = +172.467 \text{ kJ/mol} \tag{2}
\]

\[
C(s) + H_2O_{(g)} = CO_{(g)} + H_2_{(g)}; \Delta H^o = +131.294 \text{ kJ/mol} \tag{3}
\]

The Raceway Adiabatic Flame Temperature (RAFT) is defined as the temperature that the raceway gas reaches as soon as all C, O$_2$, and H$_2$O are converted to CO and H$_2$. The RAFT is normally in the range of 1900-2300 °C based on PCI rate, PC quality, blast temperature, blast moisture, and oxygen enrichment. The RAFT is theoretically calculated from Eq. 4 [89] based on mass and heat balance. With increasing PCI, O$_2$ enrichment is an important factor that affects the RAFT [89]. The higher PCI rate, the higher O$_2$ enrichment is required to sustain the heat balance in the upper and lower part of the furnace. Too low RAFT results in very low top gas temperature, which will delay the drying of the cold top-charged burden and consequently make the upper shaft less efficient. On the other hand, too high O$_2$ enrichment in the blast is accompanied by relatively high RAFT, which will result in an erratic descend of the burden. Therefore, the oxygen content in the hot blast has to be optimized very carefully to reach the proper RAFT and shaft efficiency.

\[
RAFT = 1489 + 0.82 \cdot BT - 5.705 \cdot BM + 52.778 \cdot OE - 18.1 \cdot \frac{Coal}{WC} \cdot 100 - 43.01 \cdot \frac{Oil}{WC} \cdot 100 - 27.9 \cdot \frac{Tar}{WC} \cdot 100 - 50.66 \cdot \frac{NG}{WC} \cdot 100 \tag{4}
\]

Where; BT: Blast Temperature, °C; BM: Blast moisture, g/m$^3$ STP dry blast; OE: Oxygen enrichment (%O$_2$-21); Oil: dry oil injection rate, kg/tHM; Tar: dry tar injection rate kg/tHM; Coal: dry coal injection rate, kg/tHM; NG: Natural gas injection rate, kg/tHM; WC: Wind consumption, m$^3$/tHM.

The transit time of the injected coal particles in the raceway is in range of 20-30 ms [90]. Within such limited time, it is crucial to assure that most of the coal is gasified before escaping the raceway region; otherwise, it will be swept into the coke bed and consequently deteriorates the permeability of active coke zone [90, 91]. Fig. 10 summarizes the various problems which could be occurred due to the high injection rate of PC [87, 88].
The fine char particles tend to block the bed voids and consequently disturb the gas flow and increase the pressure drop inside the furnace, reduce the permeability of liquids and gases in the cohesive zone and reduce the shaft efficiency and the furnace productivity [92, 93]. Coals with higher volatile matter (VM) content exhibit superior combustibility in raceway due to the higher reactivity, however coals with very high VM contain less carbon and hence the combustion efficiency in the raceway will be reduced [11]. Moreover, at high PCI, sulfur and phosphorous should be kept as low as possible to avoid the negative effect on the hot metal quality. The PCI is considered one of the recent significant modifications in the BF technology which provided good opportunity to reduce the load on cokemaking, utilize poor quality coal resources, and to reduce the overall costs. One of the main challenges is the decreasing of coke-to-coal replacement ratio by increasing the PCI rate higher than 200 kg/tHM. Further research and development on PCI technologies and understanding the behavior of PC at high injection rate (200-300 kg/tHM) to the BF are still needed.

Fig. 10. Expected technical issues and countermeasure at a high rate of PCI into the blast furnace [87].
Oil and Natural Gas Injection

The injection of oil and natural gas (NG) into the BF were firstly implemented before PC, but the energy crisis during the 1970s resulted in more attention to PCI. Nowadays, the countries which are rich with oil and NG are still injecting these fuels into the BF to reduce coke consumption. The injection of 1.0 ton of oil or NG can replace 1.2 tons of coke [94, 95]. The average consumption of NG is 70-100 m³/tHM (~50-70 kg/tHM) but often exceeds to 150-170 m³/tHM (~105-120 kg/tHM). The operation of BFs using NG and oxygen-enriched blast is called composite blast technology. With oxy-oil technology, the amount of injected oil could reach a level of 180 m³/tHM (130 kg/tHM). Oil and NG are decomposed and combusted in the BF raceway. The decomposition and combustion of hydrocarbons generate CO/CO₂ and H₂/H₂O. The CO₂ and H₂O are in-situ react with the carbon of coke and PC or with hydrocarbons of NG to finally generate CO and H₂. The participation of hydrogen in the reduction of iron oxide leads to a decrease of CO₂ emissions. The heavy oil and NG have a higher percentage of hydrocarbons compared to coal/coke and thereby the endothermic effect of these hydrocarbons results in a higher drop in RAFT [10]. It was estimated that the RAFT would be decreased by 350-450 °C per 100 m³/tHM of NG injection, 300-350 °C per 100 kg/tHM of heavy oil injection, 200-250 °C per 100 m³/tHM of coke oven gas injection, 80-120 °C of low volatile coal injection and 150-220 °C of high volatile coal injection [10]. Recent studies indicated that the rate of NG injection into the BF could be increased significantly by injecting part of the NG in the shaft of the furnace. This will reduce the endothermic effect of NG injection on the RAFT and the total oxygen consumption would be slightly lower compared with the tuyere-only injection [96]. A mathematical model based on the heat balance in the bottom segment of the BF was developed to calculate the maximum injected amount of NG (\( V_{NG}^{max} \)) to attain the minimum value of the theoretical flame temperature, minimum possible coke consumption (\( C_{min} \)) and the minimum direct reduction (\( r_{d,min} \)) [97, 98]. It was reported that the minimum coke consumption will be obtained when the coke carbon which is used as a source of heat is equal to the coke carbon which is consumed in the reduction processes [97]. Based on the developed model, \( r_{d,min} \), \( C_{min} \) and \( V_{NG}^{max} \) can be theoretically calculated from Eqs. 5-7; respectively.

\[
r_{d,min} = \frac{1}{\eta_{CO}} - n\left(\frac{\eta_{H_2}}{\eta_{CO}} \cdot \frac{\varrho_{CH_4} \cdot c_h}{\varrho_{CO} \cdot c_h + 1}\right)
\]

5

\[
C_{min} = \frac{1 - r_{d,min}}{\eta_{CO}} - 2n
\]

6

\[
V_{NG}^{max} = \frac{224\varrho_{Fe} \cdot c_h}{2 + \eta_{CO} \cdot \frac{\varrho_{CH_4} - \varrho_{CH_4}}{\varrho_{CH_4} + 1}} m^3(CH_4)t^{-1}HM^{-1}
\]
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where, \( \eta_{CO} \): degree of CO utilization for FeO reduction; \( \eta_{H_2} \): degree of H₂ utilization for FeO reduction; \( \varrho_{CH_4} \): heat given by the combustion of 1 mole of CH₄ at thermal reserve zone in the furnace (900 °C); \( \varrho_{CO} \): heat given by burning of coke carbon at thermal reserve zone in the furnace (900 °C); \( \Delta H_{F_1} \): enthalpy of direct reduction of iron oxide; \( M_{Fe} \): molar mass of Fe; \( Fe \): iron content in hot metal.
Off-Gases Injection

Efficient utilization of integrated steel plant top-gases becomes necessary to achieve profitability to steel mill operation from both economic and environmental aspects. The major fuel gases that could be recovered in the integrated steelworks are including BF gas (BFG), coke oven gas (COG), and basic oxygen furnace gas (BOFG). The chemical compositions of these gases are given in Table 2 [99].

The off-gas from the BF is the lowest from heat content and the highest from the generated amount in an integrated steel plant. Top Gas Recycling BF (TGR-BF) technology was studied in one of the largest European project, namely Ultra Low CO₂ Steel (ULCOS) [100, 101]. The four breakthrough technologies identified were: (i) Top Gas Recycling BF (TGR-BF) with CO₂ Capture and Storage (CCS); (ii) HIsarna Smelting Reduction with CCS; (iii) Ultra Low CO₂ direct Reduction (ULCORED) with CCS; and (iv) Electrolysis. TGR-BF aimed at lowering the usage of fossil carbon (coke) via re-usage of the reducing agents (CO and H₂) after the removal of the CO₂ from the BF top gas. In order to reach the 50% CO₂ reduction, the application of CO₂ capture and storage (CCS) technology is necessary. Heat and mass balance models were used to identify the carbon consumption at different hot and cold TGR as given in Fig. 11 [102].

Table 2. Typical chemical composition of top-gases in the integrated steel mill [99].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of gas</th>
<th>H₂ vol.%</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>CH₄</th>
<th>C₂H₆</th>
<th>CO₂ vol.%</th>
<th>N₂</th>
<th>MJ/Nm³</th>
<th>Nm³/t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COG</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>410-560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOFG</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.95</td>
<td>50-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFG</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>1414-1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. Heat and mass balance model for TGR-BF at [102]: (a) TGR hot at the stack and cold at main tuyeres, b) TGR hot at main tuyeres, c) TGR hot at the stack and main tuyeres.
The highest carbon saving (25.1%) is achieved by hot TGR at stack and tuyeres injection. Trials were conducted at LKAB s’ Experimental BF (EBF) in Luleå, Sweden [103, 104]. The EBF was modified and a gas separation plant based on VPSA technology was built near the EBF. Although the tests at the EBF are considered successful, the industrialization of the ULCOS-BF technology requires an additional scale-up step. The COG has the largest net calorific value in the range of 16.4-18 MJ/Nm$^3$ (STP) compared to that of either BOFG (~8.8 MJ/Nm$^3$) or BFG (3.0-3.7 MJ/Nm$^3$) [105, 106]. The specific amount of generated coke oven gas is in the range of 410-560 Nm$^3$/t of coke while the amount of BOFG is in the range of 50-100 Nm$^3$/t of steel in the suppressed combustion system, and it could reach 500-1000 Nm$^3$/t of steel in the open combustion system. The annual worldwide metallurgical coke production is more than 500 Mt which is produced from about 650 Mt of coking coals [107]. The cokemaking process is accompanied by more than 310 billion Nm$^3$ of COG [108]. The COG is currently used in the heating of BF stoves, ignition furnaces in sintering plant, heating furnace in rolling mills and electric power generation in power plant [105, 106].

The estimations which were carried out on optimizing the energy consumption in the integrated iron and steel works indicated that the utilization of COG for power generation is not always the optimal credits [105]. The composition of COG, which is rich with hydrogen, is attracting much attention for its utilization in the reduction processes [109-112]. The flexibility of COG utilization in the integrated steel plant for DRI production through the addition of Midrex process is expected to be also an efficient method that can introduce many benefits to the integrated steel mill [106]. The merging of the “traditional” ironmaking BF with the “alternative” direct and smelting reduction processes is an innovative approach to achieve the economic and environmental targets of higher production and lower emissions. The recent studies which were carried out to evaluate the reduction potential of original coke oven gas (OCOG) and reformed coke oven gas (RCOG) for direct reduction of iron ore pellets compared to reformed natural gas (RNG) indicated the high efficiency of these gases for DRI production [113-116].

Optimization of the reforming process of coke oven gas is crucial to avoid the severe crack of pellets in the case of reduction with RCOG and the carbon deposition in the case of OCOG. The reduction potential of COG with/without mixing with converter gas (BOFG) was studied for natural lump ore at 800-1050 °C [116, 117]. It was reported that the highest reduction rate was achieved with RCOG followed by OCOG. The reduction rate was decreased in the order of RCOG>OCOG>RNG>OCOG-BOFG>RCOG-BOFG at 900-1050 °C. The injection of COG into the BF through tuyeres influences the raceway conditions and iron ore reduction. The combustion of COG hydrocarbons in the front of tuyeres by blast oxygen results in the generation of carbon monoxide and hydrogen gases, which increase the potential of reducing gas on account of inert N$_2$ [118]. The theoretical calculation and commercial trails, which carried out on the replacement of NG with coke oven gas in BF showed lower coke consumption and higher hot metal production [119].

The high efficiency of COG is because it contains 3.5-4.0 times less hydrocarbons compared to that of NG [10]. This improves the combustion in the tuyere hearth, activate coke column, and increase gases utilization in the furnace. The injection of COG into the BF is practiced in some countries with different injection rates from about 30 to 280 m$^3$/tHM [120, 121]. It was reported that the maximum level of COG injection into the BF is 100 kg COG/tHM according to the thermochemical conditions while the replacement ratio is 0.98 ton of coke/t of COG [122].
**Waste Plastics and Biomass Injection**

Recycling and utilization of waste plastics have received increasing interest in recent decades. The majority of this material is currently being landfilled or incinerated, which causes environmental problems. The combustion of waste plastics generates hazardous pollutants, such as dioxins/furans, as well as undesirable carbon dioxide. The waste plastics can be efficiently utilized in BFs as an alternative reducing agent and as a source of heat to reduce the coke consumption. As the plastics contain hydrogen and carbon it can also be provided additional benefits similar to oil and NG injection into the BF. Due to the difficulty of waste plastics crushing, coarse particles were preferred to inject into the furnace; however, the fine particles are better in combustion in the raceway. Therefore, a technology for fine pulverization of waste plastics was developed and implemented in a full-scale industrial BF in Japan. Since the collected waste plastics are heterogeneous mixture form different types, it is recommended to conduct heat treatment at 200 °C before its injection into the BF. The pre-treatment will generate a homogenous pulverized waste plastic mixture [123]. Moreover, the pre-treatment of waste plastics will perform de-chlorination for waste plastics which contain chlorine such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and hence avoid the corrosive effect on the BF tuyeres and the refractory materials in hearth lining. The theoretical limit of waste plastics injection is estimated to be 70 kg/HM while the higher injection rate will result in problems similar to that obtained with the relatively high PCI. Every ton of plastics used in the BF can replace 750 kg of coke [124]. Injection of waste plastics into the BF could reduce the CO₂ emissions by 30% due to the higher H₂ content [125]. On the other hand, the cost of waste plastic collection and treatment is still representing one of the main challenges for its implementation in ironmaking. Efficient and effective systems are required to secure a sustainable and reliable supply of waste plastic into the BF.

Renewable biomass represents one of the vital options to mitigate CO₂ emissions in the steel industry. The recent analysis of the long-term potential for renewable energy in industrial applications suggested that up to 21% of total energy use in the manufacturing industry in 2050 could be covered from renewable origin materials [126]. This will compensate for about 50 exajoules (10¹⁸ J) per year (EJ/year) from the total energy (230 EJ/year) used in the industrial sectors. Utilization of renewable biomass in the industrial sector has the potential to reduce GHG emissions by 10% in 2050 [127]. As the top charging of biomass into the modern BF still suffers from some problems which are related to the lower mechanical strength and the high volatile matter compared to coke, the tuyeres injection provides a flexible option for biomass utilization. In this case the mechanical strength is not required; however, the combustion behavior of biomass is a very important factor affecting the RAFT. A static heat and mass balance model was applied to investigate the substitution rate of biomass products (charcoal, torrefied material, and wood pellets) for PCI [128, 129]. It was found that 166.7 kg/HM charcoal could fully replace 155 kg/HM PCI. The torrefied material and wood pellets could be partially replaced PCI by 22.80% and 20% respectively [129]. The reactive structure of charcoal improves the combustion process in raceway to become comparable to that of coal [130]. It was reported that the maximum injection rate of charcoal would be in the range of 200-220 kg/HM which could reduce the net CO₂ emissions by 40% [131]. Besides the environmental benefits, the injection of charcoal will result in a lower amount of slag and higher production rate due to the low sulfur and ash content and higher content of CaO compared to PCI [132]. Although the investigations and the commercial trails
conducted on biomass injection into the BF demonstrated many benefits, its application is not practiced yet in the large modern BFs. The practical limitations could be summarized in four main points [131]: (i) less calorific value of biomass products compared to coal which required efficient pre-treatment and pyrolysis, (ii) difficulties in biomass injection at high rate due to the porous nature and the low density which required an optimization for the injection process, (iii) wider particle size distribution of biomass after grinding which required an efficient sieving to get the proper particle size for injection and (iv) higher alkalis in biomass products which should be controlled and minimized before utilization to avoid its negative impact on the refractory materials. Also, the higher cost of biomass products compared to that of fossil fuels represents another challenge for its implementation. The availability and characteristics of different sources of biomass and the suitable pretreatment technologies for their upgrading are discussed and evaluated elsewhere [132].

**Potentials of Waste Heat Recovery (WHR)**

Within the steel industry, 20-60% of the primary energy is transformed into waste heat. These waste heats are carried in different sources, such as flue gas, water/liquid streams and hot solid at different temperature levels. Some amounts of waste heat can be utilized within the process, or power plant, while the rest is flared or lost. New technologies are under development in order to economically maximize the recovery of waste heat recovery.

**Analysis of Waste Heat in Steel Plant**

In some of the globally integrated steel plants, with total production around 60 Mt of steel, the waste heat is varied from about 20% up to 60% as can be seen in Fig. 12(a) [133]. The waste heat comes from heat conduction, convection, and radiation of hot surfaces, heated products, and by-products.

The waste heat carriers are mainly hot slag from BF and BOF, hot flue gases from EAF, BOF, reheating furnaces and heat treatment furnaces, hot air from annealing furnace and hot water from reheating furnace and annealing furnace as shown in Fig. 12(b) [133]. The highest temperature streams are demonstrated by BOF gas, EAF gas, and BF slag. It can be seen that the heat in the iron and steel industry is mainly stored in hot products, molten slag, and waste gas. About 55% of energy is stored in the hot products while around 45% is lost as waste heat with solid by-products and exhaust gases [134]. Nowadays, three main sources of waste heat are commonly recovered in steel plants for steam production; COG, BOF gas, and EAF gas. The produced steam can be used for different internal usage in the plant and it can also be used for power generation for an internal and external user. On the other hand, the waste heat recovery from reheating furnaces and annealing furnaces are more challenging. Production of different grades of steel is required to control and adjust the parameters of reheating and annealing to achieve specific mechanical properties of steel. The fluctuations of production rate and product type beside the relatively low temperature of streams are required type of highly flexible heat recovery unit to adapt with these variations; otherwise, it will harm the operation stability.
Benefits and Challenges of WHR

Waste heat recovery provides an attractive opportunity for getting energy from waste heat, which is usually lost to the environment without any useful work. The basic idea behind waste heat recovery is to try to recover maximum amounts of heat in the plant and to reuse it as much as possible, instead of just flaring it into the surrounding atmosphere. There is a great scope to recover waste heat from various industries by installing waste heat recovery technologies. Although various technologies are commercially available for waste heat recovery, the practical recovery of waste heat is still low and it needs extensive research and development. The waste heat management system is based on the new principal of Reduce, Recycle, and Recovery (RRR) [135, 136]. The process starts with minimizing the waste heat by upgrading the process equipment and increasing the system efficiency. The released heat can be internally recycled and reused in different purposes such as preheating furnaces and materials. Such recycling process of waste heat is considered the most efficient method due to the lower investment cost and higher energy efficiency. The last step is the recovery of extra heat and its utilization either in steam production to achieve some mechanical work or power generation to produce electricity.
Ways of recovery and reusing heat locally are varied from site to site. The recovered heat can be used in preheating of combustion air or feed water in industrial boilers and consequently reduce the energy consumption. Alternately, the heat exchanger could be used to transfer heat from combustion exhaust gases to hot air which can be used for drying oven or wet materials and subsequently reduce the energy consumption. Based on this concept, many benefits could be achieved from efficient recovery and utilization of waste heat. The benefits include a reduction in an operating cost, production cost, fossil energy consumption, and waste emissions. On the other hand, the main barriers for the implementation of waste heat recovery are represented mainly in long payback periods, lack of viable end users, material constraints (e.g., corrosive or condensable materials in the stream), and specific constraints (product control, inaccessibility and limited space) [137, 138]. Other barriers are related to the handling process of high-temperature gas streams; for instance, loss of sensible heat due to the installation of scrubber for cleaning of exhaust gas to meet the environmental regulation without connection to heat recovery unit. Many factors are controlling the feasibility of waste heat recovery from which heat quantity/quality, the chemical composition of hot streams, economy scale, accessibility, and transportability [139, 140].

The recent analysis was conducted on the role of technology innovation in the enhancement of energy efficiency and reduction of CO$_2$ emissions in [141]. There are a number of Best Available Technologies (BATs) which can be applied in many plants at different production units and enable a significant reduction in energy and CO$_2$ emissions. BATs have demonstrated different relevance of energy saving, as shown in Fig. 13.

![Fig. 13. Potentials of energy saving using BATs in the iron and steel industry [141].](image)

The potential of energy saving at each unit will be achieved if BATs are applied at possible sites. State-of-art power plant exhibited the highest potential for energy saving, which could reach to 200 PJ. This can be attributed to the relatively low efficiency of the currently applied heat conversion technologies at many sites. The average efficiency of
power generation from steam is about 32%, which is below the best practice and it could be improved by the installation of efficient steam boiler and turbine technologies. Coke dry quenching (CDQ) represents the second highest potential with energy saving around 85 PJ. In many cases, the hot coke at 1100 °C is cooled down by wet quenching which results in loss of sensible heat. The dry quenching using an inert gas such as nitrogen enables the recovery of sensible heat which can be used for the production of high-pressure steam or electricity. Other potentials of energy saving could be achieved through efficient recovery and utilization of BOF gas, installation of continuous casting instead of ingot casting, pre-heating of scrap before charging to EAF gas using hot off-gas, sensible heat recovery from hot sinter and optimization of sinter/pellet ratio to reach 50/50.

In BF the energy recovery is possible through heat recovery from hot stoves, application of top gas pressure recovery turbine (TRT) and heat recovery from slag. Heat recovery from BF stoves can be achieved through the implementation of recuperative, steam production by a heat pump or drying of pulverized coal. Many of BF s are not operate at high pressure, which makes the heat recovery from top gas somewhat difficult and uneconomical. The gases leaving the top of the furnace are approximately 0.25-2.5 bar and have a temperature of around 200°C. This pressure and temperature are comparatively quite low and make the investment in heat recovery quite difficult. Top gas pressure recovery is suitable only for large modern BF s and high-temperature gases. On the other hand, waste heat recovery from BF slag represents the next frontier to enhance energy efficiency and reduce emissions in the steel industry.

**WHR from BF Slag**

The global annual generation of BF slag is approximately 400 Mt. Slag is tapped at 1450-1500 °C with heat content ~1.6-1.8 GJ/ton slag. Other slags come from steelmaking BOF and EAF as can be seen in Table 3 [142].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Average temperature, °C</th>
<th>Average slag rate, kg/tls</th>
<th>Estimated slag production in 2008, Mt</th>
<th>Slag enthalpy GJ/t</th>
<th>Heat value, TWh/a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hot metal (BF)</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel (BOF)</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel (EAF)</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The waste heat recovery from slags could play a vital role in achieving the goals of energy saving and the reduction of CO₂ emission in the iron and steel industry. Slag has a wide range of applications as it can be used in Portland cement, ceramics, concrete, asphalt, roadbed materials, and construction aggregate. The efficiency of slag in these different applications is mainly based on its cooling conditions and applied the cooling process. Currently, wet granulation by water is the most common method used for quick cooling of slag to produce a glassy product, namely ground granulated BF slag (GGBFS),
which is used to improve slag cement quality. In the wet granulation method, 1.0-1.2 ton of water is required to granulate 1.0 ton of slag. The rapid cooling of molten slag in water prevents the crystallization process of slag and breaks the slag into small particles. The glassy phase in ground granulated BF slag can reach 95% using wet granulation method. Although the wet granulation works properly for glassy slag production, it seems inefficient from economic and environmental aspects. Most of the sensible heat of slag is lost and a large quantity of low-temperature steam generates which can be only used as heat supply during the winter time in some countries. It causes environmental pollution from the generated SO$_2$ and H$_2$S, also energy lost in the drying process of wet slag. Up to now, there is no technology applied on an industrial scale to recover and utilize the waste heat of molten slag all over the world. Dry cooling with energy recovery is recently supposed to granulate slag and recover the waste heat [143]. Fig. 14 illustrates a schematic diagram of the traditional wet and innovative dry granulation of slag [143, 144]. The granulated slag by fast dry cooling does not need any further drying, which could cut 30 kg CO$_2$/t slag and reduce the annual CO$_2$ emission by 6.3 Mt/a compared to wet granulation [143]. There is a wide range of dry granulation and heat recovery techniques which can be classified into physical and chemical methods.

![Fig. 14. The schematic diagram for wet and dry granulation of blast furnace slag [143, 144].](image)

In WHR from BF slag using physical methods, a high-speed rotating cup (RCA or RMCA) is used for the granulation as shown in Fig. 15 [143, 144]. High-temperature liquid slag is directly poured into the high-speed rotating cup which enforced the slag to eject radially under the influence of centrifugal force. The hot granules (1-6 mm) bounce off the vessel walls and fall into the bed. The diameter and speed of the rotating cup have to be optimized to reach an adequate level of slag granulation. The bed kept in motion by injecting cooled air down the bed. Heat exchange takes place between the hot granules and cooled air. The hot air is collecting at the top of the vessel and passes to a waste heat recovery system to produce superheated steam. It was estimated that 120 t slag/h could generate 29 ton of steam for a steam turbine connected to a generator to produce about 6.5 MWel [143]. In a successful commercial trial, about 59% of heat is recovered by RCA and slag particles were cooled down to 250 °C [144].
Various techniques were applied for dry granulation of slag based on the mechanical crushing method [145, 146]. Some of these techniques (e.g., solid slag impingement, mechanical stirring) are commercialized for a short term and it could not continue due to the low quality of granulated slag, for instance, non-uniform size. In one of the recently developed dry granulation method, as seen in Fig. 16, the liquid slag is poured into the mold and small cold steel spheres are added eventually over the liquid slag surface. The sphere balls penetrate the liquid steel bath and act as a coolant for hot slag. The temperature of the buffer, from slag and steel balls, becomes around 650 °C, which allows efficient heat recovery based on counter-current heat flow between the descending hot buffer and ascending cold air. The outcome hot air at ~600 °C can be used in pre-heating combustion air or to operate the steam turbine. The ingot consists of steel balls and slag is dropped down on steel plate to disintegrate into granulated slag particles and steel spheres. The glassy phase in the granulated slag is about 95%, which meets the requirements of the cement industry.

Chemical methods can also be efficiently used in WHR from molten slag as many of chemical reactions are endothermic and required heat to proceed. The sensible waste
heat of slag can supply the required heat. Reforming of NG by water vapor or carbon dioxide to generate CO and H$_2$ is an endothermic process. Molten slag can be used for methane reforming [147, 148]. In this case, the hot slag will not only act as a heat carrier for methane reforming but also as a reaction catalyst. Streams of CH$_4$ and H$_2$O/CO$_2$ are applied to cool down the granulated liquid slag and intensive heat exchange takes place. The sensible heat from slag promoted the endothermic reaction of methane reforming and generates H$_2$ and CO, which means that the sensible heat is transformed into chemical heat stored in the product fuel gases. The generated hot gases are cooled down and go to the methanation reactor in which the reversible reaction takes place to give CH$_4$ and H$_2$O, which can be once more recycled for slag cooling. The sensible heat in molten slag can be exploited in pyrolysis or endothermic gasification reaction of coal/biomass, as shown in Fig. 17(a) [148]. It can be also used in pyrolysis/gasification of municipal solid wastes such as electronic board as shown in Fig. 17(b) [144, 149]. The solid wastes are crushed into small pieces and fed into shaft bed. Rotary multi-nozzle cup atomizer is used for granulation of slag particles. The granulated slag particles at ~900 °C are fed into shaft containing the crushed waste solid materials. The gasification takes place to develop CO, H$_2$ and CH$_4$.

![Fig. 17. Utilization of hot slag in (a) Pyrolysis of biomass [148], (b) Pyrolysis of solid waste [144, 149].](image-url)
Table 4 summaries the developed processes for waste heat recovery form BF slag and illustrate the capacity and rate of heat recovery [150].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developer/ Process name</th>
<th>Slag type &amp; temp.</th>
<th>Industrial test scale, t/h</th>
<th>Process function and characteristics</th>
<th>Recovered media</th>
<th>Heat recovery, %</th>
<th>Exergy recovery, %</th>
<th>Slag product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 NKK, Mitsubishi heavy industry</td>
<td>BOF slag, 1600</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Air-atomization, heat exchanger generates steam</td>
<td>Hot air: 500°C air and 270 kPa saturated steam</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td>Easy to be weathering dusted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Sumitomo metal</td>
<td>BF slag, 1400</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>RCA, FB, packed bed, heat exchange</td>
<td>600°C air</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>Fine aggregate for concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 MEROTEC</td>
<td>BF slag, 1450</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>FB, heat exchanger recover steam</td>
<td>400 kPa saturated steam</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>Un-known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 NKK</td>
<td>BF slag, 1400</td>
<td>N.A</td>
<td>Drum quenching, recovering heat</td>
<td>250°C high boiling point organic liquid</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>Vitreous ratio &gt;95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 NSC</td>
<td>BF slag, 1400</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Molten slag poured into mold, heat exchange mold wall</td>
<td>Hot water</td>
<td>60-70</td>
<td>&lt;12</td>
<td>Fine aggregate for concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 NSC</td>
<td>BF slag, 1450</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Air-atomization, first heat exchange by the wind tunnel, second heat exchange by the multi-fluid bed</td>
<td>510°C air (1st exchange), 650°C air (2nd exchange)</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>Cement material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Conventional water granulation</td>
<td>BF slag, 1450</td>
<td>N.A</td>
<td>High pressure water granulation, 5 t water/ t slag</td>
<td>80°C water</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>Cement material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 CDQ gas-solid heat exchange process</td>
<td>Red hot coke, 1000</td>
<td>N.A</td>
<td>Coke packed heat exchange</td>
<td>800°C nitrogen</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summary and Conclusions

The present article has thoroughly discussed the recent modifications and developments which were recently conducted in the BF technology to reduce energy consumption and CO₂ emission and can be summarized in the following points:

(1) The top charging system was developed in large modern BF to assure a proper distribution of feeding materials and gas streaming inside the furnace. Developing new burden distribution system is expected in the future, which will be able to reach an optimum packed structure in the BF maintaining the shaft permeability in low coke rate. The developed measuring systems and devices were able to give a clear vision on the inner status of the BF and describe many of unclear phenomena.

(2) The conventional top charged burden including sinter, pellets and metallurgical coke was reached a high level of quality makes BF works close to the ideal conditions. Successful trails were implemented on charging active nut coke inside the iron ore burden layers which accompanied by lower coke consumption and higher productivity of hot metal. The top charging of in-plant fines in the form of cold bonded briquettes or pre-reduced agglomerates into the BF has provided good solutions to enhance the recirculation of residues, save virgin resources, reduce the landfill materials, and reduce the energy consumption. The partial replacement of conventional agglomerates and fossil fuels with novel top charging biomass-iron ore composites were able to reduce the thermal reserve zone temperature and consequently the coke consumption and fossil CO₂ emission. The main challenge is still represented in the relatively low mechanical strength of the novel composites and bio-agglomerates compared to the conventional agglomerates.

(3) The injection of pulverized coal through tuyeres was able to reduce the load on cokemaking, utilize low quality coal resources, and reducing the overall costs; however, further development in PCI technology is still needed to keep the coal replacement ratio for coke high at injection rate higher than 200 kg/tHM. Injection of pre-treated biomass on account of PC has significant potential in reducing the fossil CO₂ emission from the BF, but technical and economic constraints are still main issues to be addressed in future work.

(4) The generated off-gases in the integrated steel plant can be used more efficient if it is injected into the BF instead of its flaring in the atmosphere. The BF off-gas can be recycled after separation of CO₂ while coke oven gas and converter gas can be directly injected into the BF to reduce the fossil fuels and CO₂ emission. The waste plastics can be efficiently injected into the BF as an alternative reducing agent to fossil fuels; however, the collection system and pre-treatment methods are still representing the main challenges for its efficient implementation.

(5) The recovery of waste heat represents the next frontier to enhance energy efficiency and reduce emissions in the steel industry. The sensible heat of BF slag can be used in the production of superheated steam for power generation. The sensible heat can be used in the reforming of natural gas or pyrolysis of coal, biomass, and waste plastics. The long payback period of investment cost represents the main challenges for its practical implementation.
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